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WOUNDED WARRIORS SHARE STORIES

nice to see you. 
nice to see you.
i didn’t know as a kid that i was going to serve in the military.
my big motivator to serve was actually watching the towers fall on nine-eleven.
nine-eleven happened a few months after i joined.
i joined because that was something that i always wanted to do.
my truck was struck by a very large anti-armor improvised explosive device.
and when i wake up, i’m outside of the vehicle laying in the sand.
i’m missing my right leg below the knee.
i wasn’t missing any limbs; i didn’t have any physical scars. so i was a little hesitant, but once i got involved 

more, i realized that we suffer from the invisible wounds of the war.
so then the doctor said, you know, that they believed that i had t-b-i. i had no idea what this was, and they 

said it was a traumatic brain injury.
wounded warrior project has honored and empowered all of us—regardless of our injuries.
they flew me to vail, colorado to do adaptive skiing. i would never have been able to do that without 

wounded warrior project, and without the donors and all of the partners that wounded warrior project 
has.

they’ve given me education. they’ve given me a smile. they’ve given me this huge extended family that, without 
them, otherwise i probably wouldn’t have.

i’ve connected with fellow veterans that i’ve served with in iraq. i’ve connected with fellow veterans that i 
didn’t know and made new friendships.

wounded warrior project served me in such a way that if i could just serve one person, then i will have done 
wounded warrior project a great justice.

they have empowered me to better myself by not giving me a handout, but by giving me a hand up.
if it wasn’t for the opportunities that they’ve given me i would still be stuck on my couch wondering what i’m 

going to do with myself, literally.
they didn’t just tell me i could do stuff, they showed me.
without them, i would probably still be trying to transition from sergeant crutch to lisa crutch. they’ve 

helped me to do that. if wounded warrior project does nothing else for me —if they do nothing else for me—
the things that they’ve done thus far, will sustain me for a lifetime.


